In ACP-style process algebra, the interpretation of a constant atomic action combines action execution with termination. In a setting with timing, different forms of termination can be distinguished: some-time termination, termination before the next clock tick, urgent termination, being terminated. In a setting with the silent action τ , we also have silent termination.
Introduction
In ACP-style process algebra (see e.g. [12, 11, 10] ), the interpretation of a constant atomic action combines action execution with termination. In a setting with timing, different forms of termination can be distinguished: sometime termination, termination before the next clock tick, urgent termination, being terminated. We will explain these notions in the paper. In the presence of the silent action τ , we also have silent termination.
This leads to problems with the interpretation of atomic actions in timed theories that involve some form of the empty process or some form of the silent action, see [6, 9] .
Reflection on these problems lead to a re-design of basic process algebra, where action execution and termination are separated. Instead of actions as constants, we have action prefix operators as in CCS [19] or in CSP [18] . As in CSP, but different from CCS, we have that sequential composition remains a basic operator. As a consequence, we have two basic constants for termination, δ for unsuccessful termination (deadlock) and for successful termination (skip). As in CCS, but different from CSP, bisimulation equivalence is our main notion of equality. We still have the advantage of ACP over CCS and CSP that we have a strictly algebraical approach: we start out from a set of axioms, and can consider different semantical models. We can recover standard process algebras as subtheories of the new theory. To be more precise, standard BPA, PA, ACP become SRM (Subalgebra of Reduced Model, in the terminology of [5] ) specifications of the new approach.
The new approach has definite advantages over the standard approach.
We have better separation of action execution and termination, and moreover better separation of atomic actions as a parameter of the theory and as signature elements. We can define a minimal process algebra without sequential composition, and this eases formulation of concepts such as structural induction, linearity, elimination and guardedness. The difference between the silent step τ and the empty step becomes clearer.
In the operational semantics, we have no need for separate terminating action executions. We have a natural restriction of iteration to action prefix iteration, allowing complete axiomatizations in more cases. Moreover, prefix iteration is sufficient to formulate time iteration and embedding of untimed into timed theories. In addition, prefix iteration suffices to formulate divergent behaviour and fair iteration.
In the next Section, we will analyse the embedding of untimed into timed process algebra. In the following Sections, we present our process algebra with explicit termination with its timed extensions. Finally, we have a look at prefix iteration and silent step.
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Interpretation of Untimed Into Timed
When we design a formalism that incorporates timing aspects of a system, it is important that different forms of timing can be considered, such as discrete time vs. dense time, or relative time vs. absolute time. Also, we should consider the interplay with untimed specifications. Maybe, for some parts of the system, timing information is not relevant, or a first draft of a part of a system did not yet take timing considerations into account. In any case, it is relevant to consider the relation between untimed and timed versions of the same formal method. This is also true for process algebra. Untimed process algebras have been around for some 20 years, and timed versions are getting well-established by now.
In setting up timed variants of ACP, always interrelations between the different variants and interpretation of the untimed theory were considered, see e.g. [7, 8] . It is time to have a closer look, after some problems arose with the interpretation of untimed constants in a timed setting, in [6, 9] .
First of all, consider an untimed process that starts with the execution of an atomic action a. In a timed setting, it is natural to interpret this by saying that a occurs at some unspecified moment of time. Stated more precisely, we interpret the atomic action as a delayable action: arbitrary time steps can occur before action execution. Besides these delayable actions, most timed theories will contain some form of actions with timing constraints (such as, in relative discrete time ACP, the action a that must execute a before the next clock tick).
Next, we consider the inaction constant δ. In the untimed setting, this is the process that cannot execute any action, and cannot terminate (the process STOP in CSP [18] or LOTOS [14] ). Interpreting this process in a timed setting, we find we have two options:
(i) We can interpret it as time stop, standing for the deadlocked process, that allows no action execution, no time step and no termination;
(ii) We can interpret it as livelock that allows no action execution or termination, but does allow time to pass. Now we want to argue that we prefer the second interpretation, i.e. as livelock. We have (at least) three reasons for prefering this interpretation:
(i) δ stands for the blocked atomic action. When a process starts with the atomic action a, and we block the action (called restriction in CCS), the outcome is δ. Restriction, also called encapsulation, is renaming into δ.
Since a can let time pass, so should δ.
(ii) The treatment of divergence. To give an example, the process that starts with action a, and then diverges, i.e. can only perform an unbounded sequence of internal steps, and that cannot terminate (we can denote this process as aτ ω ), equals the process aδ in weak or branching bisimulation equivalence. This fits well with an interpretation of δ as livelock.
(iii) In the axiomatization of parallel composition , we have a δ = aδ (this is a consequence of interleaving, and treating δ in the same way as an action). Since in a parallel composition, time can pass only if both components allow to do so, also δ must be able to let time pass.
Thus, we let δ stand for the livelock process. We need another constant for the deadlocked process (time stop), and will use the notationδ for the deadlocked process as in [7] .
In the basic process algebra BPA (with the basic operators + for alternative composition and · for sequential composition), there are two axioms for δ:
In a setting with time, we will interpret alternative composition as weak choice, which means that time can progress as soon as one alternative allows to do so. This interpretation is more general than an interpretation as strong choice; in the latter case, we need an additional operator to denote a time out. The second axiom, A7, also holds in this timed setting, but the first axiom, A6, does not hold for all processes x. If x has restricted timing, then adding δ adds the possibility of arbitrary delay. Thus, A6 only holds for all delayable processes x. This is in contrast with the situation forδ: the law x +δ = x will hold for all timed processes x, also undelayable ones. The difference between δ andδ can also be observed (in the untimed theory; in [7] , alsoδ was introduced in the untimed theory) in the combination with parallel composition: we have the laws
Now, let us consider successful termination. In standard ACP-style process algebra, successful termination is usually implicit: the atomic action constant a will execute the action followed by successful termination, there is no constant for the terminated process. In some work, termination is made explicit, see e.g. [23, 11] but also [3] . We denote the successful termination constant by , and call this the empty process or skip (exit in LOTOS). In the untimed theory, this process is operationally characterized by one rule, viz. the termination predicate (denoted ↓ or √ ) holds and no action can be executed. Interpreting in a timed setting, there are again two options: we can allow time steps before termination, or not. We prefer again a delayable interpretation. We can give two arguments for this.
(i) The relation of and parallel composition was investigated in [23] . There, it is argued that the following equation should hold:
and thus there is no summand · a, the cannot be executed before the a. Since a, b are delayable, this means also must be delayable.
(ii) The law A6 above is in all accounts a law of untimed process algebra. As argued above, this law only holds for delayable processes. Thus, it is desirable that all untimed processes are delayable. Having the process in untimed process algebra, we need to have delayable.
Thus, we make the choice to have stand for the process that can terminate at some unspecified moment of time. Analogously to the situation above, we introduced the constant˙ to stand for the terminated process in [9] . The terminated process˙ cannot execute any action, and cannot let time pass.
Now we return to our basic untimed process algebra BPA with explicit termination, containing constants δ, . Since denotes skip, the standard theory involves the laws
These laws also occur in [3] (with nil instead of ). Interpreting these laws in a timed setting, we see that A8 expresses that x must be delayable (adding an arbitrary delay at the start doesn't make any difference), and A9 expresses that an arbitrary delay is possible before termination of x. Thus, the interpretation of a constant a must be that action a is executed at some unspecified time, followed by termination some time later (or at the same time). Operationally, we have the rule a a → . Then, we encounter a problem in the timed theory. We must be able to express the process that will execute action a at an unspecified time, followed by execution of b before the next clock tick (for instance, receive a message at some time and send it on within a specified time). We want to express this process as a · b. But then, we have a different interpretation of a, as termination must now follow immediately (or at least, before the next clock tick). Operationally, we have the rule a a →˙ instead of a a → . This implies we are dealing with two different interpretations, that we should keep separate.
We encountered the same phenomenon when dealing with timed process algebra with abstraction, in [6] . In order to enforce the first τ -law x · τ = x, an interpretation of an atomic action with some-time termination becomes necessary; on the other hand, working with actions with restricted timing, immediate termination is needed.
The solution we propose in this paper is to always denote explicitly which form of termination we are considering. We will not have the constant process a with implicit termination (as in [11, 3] ), but instead, replace this with a unary action prefixing operator ax of CCS or CSP. Different from CCS, but like in CSP, we combine this with general sequential composition and constants for both successful and unsuccessful termination. The two constants are called SKIP, STOP in CSP, and EXIT, STOP in LOTOS. All the laws of untimed process algebra still hold on the untimed subtheory, and we have a straightforward interpretation of the untimed into the timed theory, we just add new forms of termination.
Minimal Process Algebra
We start out from the process algebra MPA or Minimal Process Algebra. This acronym was introduced in [15] . MPA is a modification of the basic process algebra BPA, where action constants and sequential composition are replaced by action prefix operators. We assume we have given a set of actions A. This set, usually finite, is considered a parameter of the theory. The signature elements are: † Binary operator + denotes alternative composition or choice. Process x + y executes either x or y, but not both. The choice is resolved upon execution of the first action. † Constant δ denotes inaction, and is the neutral element of alternative composition. Process δ cannot execute any action, and cannot terminate. † Constant denotes the empty process or skip. It is the neutral element of sequential composition. Process cannot execute any action, but terminates successfully. † We have a unary operator a. for each a ∈ A called action prefix. Process a.x, usually written ax, executes action a and then proceeds as x. Putting a constant for x, we have the basic processes aδ (deadlock upon execution of a) and a (successful termination upon execution of a).
The process algebra MPA is axiomatized by axioms A1,2,3,6 in Table 1 . These axioms are well-known from e.g. CCS [19] . This system was called FINTREE in [1] . Prefix operators always bind stronger than other operators, + always binds weaker. Using the axioms, each closed MPA-term t can be written in one of the following two forms:
(i) MPA t = δ + a 1 t 1 + · · · + a n t n , or (ii) MPA t = + a 1 t 1 + · · · + a n t n , for certain n ∈ N, a i ∈ A and (simpler) MPA-terms t i (i ≤ n). (In the first case, we can omit δ when n > 0.)
We present structured operational rules (so-called SOS rules) in the style of Plotkin (see [20] ). The rules in Table 2 define the following relations on closed MPA-terms: binary relations a → (for a ∈ A) and a unary relation ↓. Intuitively, they have the following meaning: † x a → x 0 means that x evolves into x 0 by executing atomic action a; † x ↓ means that x has an option to terminate successfully (without executing an action).
Thus, the relations concern action execution and termination, respectively, we do not have the need for a mixed relation a → √ as in [11] or [10] . Table 2 Deduction rules for MPA (a ∈ A).
The rules provide a transition system for each closed term. We define the equivalence relation of bisimulation (notation ↔) on the resulting transition systems in the standard way (see e.g. [19, 11] ).
Definition 3.1
Let R be a binary symmetric relation on closed terms. We say R is a bisimulation if the following holds: † whenever R(x, y) and x a → x 0 then there is a term y 0 such that y a → y 0 and R(x 0 , y 0 ) † whenever R(x, y) and x ↓ then y ↓.
We say two closed terms t, s are bisimulation equivalent or bisimilar, notation t↔s if there is a bisimulation R with R(s, t).
Standard now are the results, that bisimulation equivalence is a congruence relation on closed MPA-terms (this follows from the format of the deduction rules, see e.g. [10] ), and that the theory MPA is sound and complete for the model of transition systems modulo bisimulation, i.e. for all closed terms t, s we have
This is an easy application of the results in [10] .
So far, we have considered untimed process algebra. Now we consider timing. We interpret untimed processes as processes that can delay an arbitrary amount of time before each action and before termination. It is not necessary to look at the whole framework of discrete and dense timed, absolute and relative timed, time-stamped and two-phase process algebras (see [8] ). Instead, we can make the point by considering one member of this family, viz. process algebra with discrete time in relative timing in two-phase notation (see [7] ).
We have the following syntax in addition to signature elements of MPA: † current time slice action prefix a., where a ∈ A. The process ax will execute action a in the current time slice and evolve into x. † current slice time stop δ. Time cannot progress beyond the current time slice, and no termination can take place. For the moment, we do not include the constantδ, standing for the deadlocked process. In the absence of a deadlocked or terminated process, δ is the neutral element of alternative composition. † current slice termination . Time cannot progress beyond the current time slice, and termination takes place. For the moment, we do not include the constant˙ , standing for the terminated process. In the absence of a deadlocked or terminated process, is the neutral element of sequential composition (we add sequential composition in the next section). † time prefix σ. The process σx will pass to the next time slice and then execute x. We elect to take σ / ∈ A (this decision is rather arbitrary but emphasizes the difference between passage of time and execution of an atomic action).
The axiomatization of MPA drt replaces axiom A6 of MPA by axiom A6DR in Table 3 . Further, we have axioms A1,2,3 of MPA in Table 1 and the remaining axioms in Table 3 . The Time Factorization axiom DRTF expresses that the choice in alternative composition + is resolved by the execution of an action, not by the mere passage of time. Axiom DRA is actually an axiom scheme: we have such an axiom for each action a ∈ A.
We repeat that we interpret + as weak choice here, so that a process a + σ(b) will evolve into b by passing to the next time slice, thereby losing the option to execute a. This allows to denote a time-out mechanism in this way. If we add an explicit time-out operator as in [8] , strong choice can be defined as an additional operator.
The delayable processes ax, δ, are defined recursively. For instance, process is defined to be the solution of the recursive equation x = + σx. This is an example of a so-called guarded equation: each variable on the right-hand side is in the scope of an action prefix operator (notice this is a more convenient definition than e.g. in [11] ). Implicitly, we have the assumption that we will only consider models of the theory where all guarded recursive equations have unique solutions. This is easy to achieve in the operational model we usually consider: just add rules that a process defined by a recursive equation can perform a step or terminate exactly when the right-hand side of its equation can do so.
Uniqueness of solutions can be used to derive equality of processes. For instance, since both processes +δ and are solutions of the recursive equation x = + σx, it must be that + δ = . Similarly, we can derive ax + δ = ax. The proof rule used to derive these equations is called RSP, the Recursive Specification Principle (see [11] ).
We will return to the particular form used here, x = p + σx for a certain term p, further on. Because of the axiom of time factorization, it is convenient to limit these equations to the class where p is not delayable, i.e. p cannot perform an initial time step. The definition of an operational semantics by means of SOS deduction rules is as follows. To the relations of Table 2 , we add a binary relation 1 → on closed terms. Intuitively, x 1 → x 0 means that x evolves into x 0 by passing to the next time slice. We add the rules in Table 4 to the rules of Table 2 .
Note that x 1 → means that x cannot execute a 1 → transition, i.e. x cannot pass to the next time slice. Thus, we have here an SOS definition with negative premises. The negative premises are used to enforce time factorization. The SOS specification is well-defined, however, as is shown in [22] . Using the technique of saturation, it is possible to avoid the negative premises, see [9] . We can now appreciate the advantage of having actions as a prefixing operator instead of a constant: we have the desired embedding of the delayable untimed actions, and we can consider different forms of termination: a will terminate in the same time slice as the execution of a, whereas a will terminate some unspecified time after the execution of a. We also have the forms a , both action execution and termination in the current time slice, and a , action execution in the current time slice, termination at some later time.
To state the argument again, the interpretation of a term abx must be that b is executed in the same time slice as a, so the interpretation of the (untimed) constant process a in the timed theory must include immediate termination (or at least, current time slice termination). But then, the equation a · = a is not valid anymore, spoiling the equations of the untimed theory (see [9] ). It is this difficulty, that lead us to develop the current paper. Consequently, several other advantages of action prefix over action constants were found. All processes in this discrete time theory allow a delay up to the end of the current time slice before each action and also before termination. (Compare this characterization to the characterization of untimed processes as processes that allow arbitrary delay before each action and before termination.) We can appreciate this better if we add processes that allow no delay. We illustrate by adding the constantsδ,˙ . They are characterized because they both denote processes that are terminated (either unsuccessfully or successfully). As such, they do not represent a state of a process (see [9] ). We denote this in the operational semantics in Table 5 by an extra predicate ↑ and have to modify the delay rule, since just idling cannot bring a process in a terminated state. The predicate ↑ only holds for processesδ,˙ , and in the definition of bisimulation we also require preservation of the predicate ↑. We see processδ is characterized by ↑, ↓,˙ by ↑, ↓, δ by ↑, ↓ and by ↑, ↓. In the axiomatization, law A6DR x + δ = x does not hold anymore, aṡ δ + δ = δ. Law A6DR only holds for discretely timed processes. We show axioms in Table 6 . The first axiom is discussed before. As long as some activity is still possible, a process is not terminated. The middle two axioms are best explained in a dense time framework. Terminated processes are terminated at the start of a time slice. Every discretely timed process can delay for up to (but not including) one time unit. The last two axioms come in place of the discarded A6DR. The last axiom is best explained via the operational rules. For more information, see [9, 8] .
x +δ = x δ = σδ ax + δ = ax = σ˙ ˙ + δ = Table 6 Axioms of terminated processes in relative discrete time.
Sequential Composition
It is now straightforward to add sequential composition to MPA, obtaining the Sequential Process Algebra SPA. SPA is a modification of the basic process algebra BPA δ or the algebra of [3] , where action constants are replaced by action prefix operators. Different from CCS (see [19] ) we have sequential composition as a basic operator, not a derived operator. In our view, this is needed in view of the central role of sequential composition in all specification and programming languages. As a result, we need the distinction between successful and unsuccessful termination.
The process algebra SPA adds axioms A4,5,7-10 in Table 7 to the axioms of Table 1 . The following proposition is easy to prove by structural induction.
Proposition 4.1 For all closed SPA-terms, axiom A5 is derivable from the other axioms of SPA.
Proof. In order to prove (x·y)·z = x·(y·z) for all closed SPA-terms x, y, z, we use structural induction on term x. When we prove the equation for a certain triple x, y, z, we can use as the induction hypothesis that for all subterms x 0 of x, and for all terms v, w, we have (x 0 · v) · w = x 0 · (v · w). Now we have the following case distinction.
(ii) x = . Then ( · y) · z = y · z = · (y · z).
(iii) x has the form of an action prefix, say x = ax 0 for certain a ∈ A and subterm x 0 . Then (ax 0 · y) · z = a(x 0 · y) · z = a((x 0 · y) · z) = a(x 0 · (y · z)) = ax 0 · (y · z).
(iv) x has the form of a sum, say x = x 0 + x 0 0 for certain subterms x 0 , x 0 0 .
(v) x has the form of a product, say x = x 0 · x 0 0 for certain subterms x 0 , x 0 0 .
Thus, associativity of sequential composition (A5) can be proved in the initial algebra model of the theory. This could be a reason not to include this axiom in our theory. We do so, nevertheless, since it is such a basic result, that we will always assume that it holds for all processes. Its status is comparable to the axioms of standard concurrency of [13] .
The next proposition shows that each closed SPA-term can be reduced to a closed MPA-term, so sequential composition can be eliminated from closed terms. This is the so-called elimination theorem. This allows the use of structural induction in proofs and axiomatizations without considering the case of sequential composition. The separation of action prefixing and sequential composition allows easier formulations of the elimination theorem and structural induction.
Being able to reduce each closed term to a term without sequential composition does not imply that sequential composition is not important. In fact, when we add recursion we can define only regular processes just using prefixing, but can define non-regular processes with the use of sequential composition (an example is the counter process, see e.g. [11] ). Proof. We can turn the axioms A3-10 of SPA into rewrite rules, by orienting them from left to right. We obtain a confluent and terminating term rewrite system modulo A1-2. We find s by reducing t to normal form. This proof is like several examples in [11] or [10] . ✷ This proof shows more than the statement of the theorem. From it also follows the fact, that SPA is a conservative extension of MPA.
Operational rules are easy, see Table 8 . Table 8 Deduction rules for SPA (a ∈ A).
Bisimulation equivalence is still a congruence relation on closed SPA-terms, and the theory SPA is sound and complete for the model of transition systems modulo bisimulation, i.e. for all closed terms t, s we have SPA t = s ⇐⇒ t↔s.
We can recover the original formulation of the process algebra of [12, 11, 10] as follows. We define new constants a by the equation a = a. , for each a ∈ A. Then, we reduce the signature by deleting the prefix operators. The subalgebra of the initial algebra that is obtained by this reduced signature is now completely axiomatized by the theory BPA δ of [11, 10] . Following [5] , we call BPA δ an SRM-specification (Subalgebra of Reduced Model Specification) of SPA.
Then, we can reduce further by deleting , or also δ, and obtain the SRM specifications BPA δ resp. BPA of [12, 11, 10] . This means that all specifications and verifications of systems that have been obtained in the last decades remain valid.
Following [22] we can now obtain the discrete time extension. Laws A6 and A8 hold only for all processes that can delay an arbitrary amount of time initially, and A9 holds only for processes with any time termination (termination in ). These laws are replaced by law A6DR of Table 3 and the laws · x = x · = x. These axioms, in turn, have to be discarded if we extend with processesδ,˙ as we indicated at the end of the previous Section. We limit ourselves to showing operational rules, time rules in the first line of Table 9 , terminated rules in the second line.
x · y ↑ Table 9 Deduction rules for sequential composition and time (a ∈ A).
We can go further and extend the present theories, timed and untimed, with parallel composition, without or with communication, and further operators. More details can be found in [4] . Here, we limit ourselves by just having a look at prefix iteration and the silent step.
Prefix Iteration
An interesting extension is the extension with the iteration prefix. First, we have a look at the untimed theory. For each action a ∈ A, we have a new unary operator a ⁄ called iteration prefix. The process a ⁄ x can execute a a number of times before starting the execution of x. Note that this construction allows unbounded behaviour, for instance a ⁄ δ will execute a an unbounded number of times, i.e. infinitely often.
The process algebra SPA extended with prefix iteration is called SPA*, which is axiomatized by the axioms of SPA and the axioms in Table 10 , MPA with prefix iteration is called MPA*, and is axiomatized by the axioms of MPA and the two axioms on the left hand side in Table 10 . The first axiom says that process a ⁄ x is a solution of the recursive equation y = ay + x. The proof rule RSP in this case reads
However, the remarkable fact is that this proof rule is not needed in order to achieve a complete axiomatization of the operational model, based on the rules presented in Table 11 .
Proposition 5.1
The theory MPA* is a sound and complete axiomatization 
of the model of transition systems modulo bisimulation.
Proof. This is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Fokkink in [15] .✷ Proof. First, we extend the elimination theorem, showing that each closed SPA*-term can be reduced to a closed MPA*-term. Then, we show that all additional axioms are sound, and invoke the previous proposition. ✷ Note that associativity of sequential composition still follows from the other axioms for all closed SPA*-terms (add a case in the induction that goes (a ⁄ x · y) · z = (a ⁄ (x · y)) · z = a ⁄ ((x · y) · z) = a ⁄ (x · (y · z)) = a ⁄ x · (y · z)).
Note that here we see an advantage of just having prefix iteration. If we add iteration as a binary operator on SPA, where process x ⁄ y can iterate the behaviour of x until exiting by doing y, then a complete finite axiomatization cannot be found. This was shown by Sewell [21] . On the other hand, there are extensions of action prefix iteration that still have finite axiomatizations, see e.g. [2, 16] .
Looking at the timed extension, we consider the time iteration prefix σ ⁄ . The time iteration prefix will prefix the process that follows with an arbitrary number of time steps. Given time iteration, axiomatization of untimed actions and constants becomes possible without recursion, see Table 12 . Besides the other iteration prefix axioms as in Table 10 , we have two additional axioms when adding time iteration to MPA drt or SPA drt . The operational rules are presented in Table 13 .
Silent Step
We consider the silent step τ . We choose to treat the silent step as an action, so we take τ ∈ A. This means we have the action prefix τ x as a particular prefix Table 13 Deduction rules for time prefix iteration (a ∈ A).
operator. This emphasises the fact that τ is an action (whose execution cannot be observed) and as such has nothing to do with (some form of) termination, τ and can be clearly distinguished. The process τ will terminate without executing a visible action, the process τ δ can be called deadlock: without executing a visible action, a state will be reached where the process is stuck.
As semantical treatment of the silent step we choose rooted branching bisimulation (see [17] ) rather than Milner's original weak bisimulation (see e.g. [19] ), as the former is closer to an action interpretation, and all axioms of SPA (also extended with parallel composition, with or without communication) that hold for all actions also hold for τ .
In a setting with , there is only one extra axiom for τ , the branching axiom B shown in Table 14 . Taking y = x, we obtain aτ x = ax, so every τ -step that is not the first step and is not part of a sum can be removed. a(τ (x + y) + x) = a(x + y) B Table 14 Axiom of silent step (a ∈ A).
The theories MPA τ and SPA τ are obtained from the theories MPA, SPA, resp. by having a special element τ ∈ A and adding axiom B. We can obtain an elimination theorem as before, all closed terms can be reduced to MPAterms. In the semantics, we cannot capture the special behaviour of the silent step in terms of deduction rules. Rather, we have to divide out a different equivalence relation on the transition systems generated by the rules we have defined previously. Definition 6.1 For closed terms s, t, we define s ⇒ t if t can be reached from s by doing a number of τ -steps (0 or more). Moreover, we put s Then, let R be a binary symmetric relation on closed terms. We say R is a branching bisimulation if the following holds: † whenever R(x, y) and x a → x 0 then there are terms y 0 0 , y 0 such that y ⇒ y 0 0 (a) → y 0 and R(x, y 0 0 ) and R(x 0 , y 0 ) † whenever R(x, y) and x ↓, then there is a term y 0 0 such that y ⇒ y 0 0 ↓ and R(x, y 0 0 ) If R is a branching bisimulation relating terms s, t then we say s, t satisfy the root condition (for R) if the following holds: † whenever s a → x then there is a term y such that t a → y and R(x, y) † whenever t a → y then there is a term x such that s a → x and R(x, y) † s ↓ iff t ↓ We say two closed terms t, s are rooted branching bisimulation equivalent or rooted branching bimilar, notation t↔ rb s if there is a branching bisimulation R with R(s, t) which satisfies the root condition for s, t.
We can prove that rooted branching bisimulation equivalence is a congruence relation on SPA τ -terms. We obtain models with complete axiomatizations. Theorem 6.2 Let X be one of the theories MP A τ , SP A τ and let s, t be closed X-terms.
Then X s = t ⇐⇒ s↔ rb t.
Proof. Follow [17] , see also [11] . ✷ Considering prefix iteration, we get the following. The τ prefix iteration can be called the divergence prefix, and we can formulate the fair iteration axiom FI. See Table 15 . τ τ ⁄ x = τ x FI Table 15 Axiom for divergence (a ∈ A).
Note that the fair iteration axiom is equivalent to τ ⁄ x = τ x + x. It is valid on the model of transition systems modulo rooted branching bisimulation equivalence. Note that this is a very compact form of the fairness principle, as compared to a rule like KFAR in [11] .
Conclusion
We have presented a redesign of ACP-style process algebra, where action execution and termination are separated. This allows for an improved embedding of untimed into timed process algebra.
The separation of action execution and termination also entails better separation of atomic actions as a parameter of the theory and as signature elements. We can define a minimal process algebra without sequential composition, and this eases formulation of concepts such as structural induction, linearity, elimination and guardedness. The difference between the silent step τ and the empty step becomes clearer, as τ becomes an action prefix operator and is a termination constant.
In the operational semantics, we have no need for separate terminating action executions. We have a natural restriction of iteration to action prefix iteration, allowing complete axiomatizations in more cases. Moreover, we can formulate time iteration as a form of prefix iteration, and we can formulate divergent behaviour as a form of prefix iteration. With it, we get a concise expression of fair iteration.
